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You create your thoughts,
your thoughts create your

intentions, and your
intentions create your reality. 

-Wayne Dyer

Consciousness Creates
Your Reality

-Tips for Manifestation -  
"...the most powerful and positive generator of PK energy in

 all its forms is the power of love"
  

By Joseph Gallenberger, PhD
  
Joseph Gallenberger is a residential facilitator at The Monroe
Institute and a clinical psychologist with thirty years
experience as a therapist. At TMI he created the highly
successful MC Squared program focusing on psychokinesis,
healing, and manifestation.   
 
Here, Joe shares his story and several powerful tools for
healing and manifestation that he uses and teaches. 
 
In working as a facilitator for over twenty years at The Monroe
Institute, as a subject in university science labs, and the trainer of
over sixty Inner Vegas Adventure™ workshops, I found that three
amazing phenomena - psychokinesis, energy healing,
and manifestation are all
variants of the same process
of consciousness affecting or
creating physical reality.
These phenomena allow the
effects of enhanced
consciousness to be studied
scientifically and applied
practically. Psychokinesis
(PK) is the ability to affect
physical matter with our
energy. PK activities span using our energy to bend metal, grow
seeds in minutes, illumine light bulbs, roll dice in patterns, and
influence slot machines and other electronic equipment. This PK
energy can also greatly empower energy healing of self and
others, resulting in "miracle cures" where disease of body, mind,
or spirit can at times be instantly healed.  And PK power can be
used to greatly enhance our ability to manifest our dreams and
reliably create blessings in our relationships, work, and
finances....
 
 Read more and begin manifesting today... 

PK Research Collaboration:
University of Virginia and

TMI
Ross Dunseath probably holds the record for having attended the
most MC Squared programs at The Monroe Institute. He comes
to each program packing specially designed psychokinetic
sensors, instrumentation constructed to measure electronic
responses to PK events. It's all part of an active collaboration
between the University of Virginia's Department of Perceptual
Studies (DOPS) and TMI. 
 
DOPS's main purpose "is the scientific empirical investigation of
phenomena that suggest that currently accepted scientific
assumptions and theories about the nature of mind or
consciousness, and its relationship to matter, may be
incomplete."

More...

Better Manifestation
Through Psychokinesis

MC2 
Influencing Physical Matter

Experience first-hand the high-focused energy and empowering
beliefs necessary to achieve psychokinesis (PK). This natural but
often dormant ability uses the power of our non-physical energy to
influence physical matter. In MC² you use PK energy to bend
spoons, grow seeds, influence computers and
dice, and illumine light bulbs. More...

March 29 - April 4
September 6 - September 12
November 29 - December 5

Talk LIVE with Joe Gallenberger on TMI Talk on March 20, 2014
from 8:00-9:00 pm EST. Email tmitalk@monroeinstitute.org for

details on how to tune in!
 

RV Trainer Joe McMoneagle
on Coast to Coast!

TMI Residential Facilitator and world
renowned Remote Viewer, Joseph
McMoneagle was featured on Coast to
Coast radio February 17, 2014. 

Visit Coast to Coast website and find out
how you can tune in.  
 
 

Metatoons
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Upgrade Your Reality
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Scientists Show How Thoughts Cause Molecular
Changes to Your Genes

Are you ready to
upgrade your reality? 

"Most amazing was  that my refreshed
perspective didn't occur until aft er I left the

program and was  thrust bac k into society. Then
some extraordinary miracles occurred, wh ich
can best be described as  the revelation of m y

own purpose and de stiny. (Re ferencing Gateway
Voyage -M. Shelton")

Gateway Voyage (April 5-11, 2014) -
The Gateway Voyage is a six-day intensive
program designed to teach the core tools,

techniques and principles of mental,
emotional, and spiritual growth as taught at

The Monroe Institute.
 

Heartline (May 3-9, 2014) - Heartline is a
graduate program for those who are serious

about looking within. It is about creating
heartspace- self-love, self-trust, and non-

judgmental acceptance. It is about allowing,
understanding, and moving beyond feelings

into the transcendental.

Exploration 27 (May 3-9, 2014) -
Exploration 27® provides the means for a

week of immersion within Focus 27, and an
introduction to some of its many functions.
This is a week of pioneering, cutting-edge

explorations.

 

Full program schedule

Teleconference
with Dr Joe
Gallenberger
Mark the date! On March 19th
at 8 PM Eastern time talk live
with Dr Gallenberger about
his experiences and tools for
manifestation, healing, and
psychokinesis. 

Stay tuned for more information!  

Give the gift of
 Hemi-Sync®  

Starting Valentine's Day, all the
following "heart" related titles are 20%

OFF:

All Heart-Sync titles
Wisdom of the Heart

Shaman's Heart
Opening the Heart

Heart: Support & Maintenance

 Don't wait, this sale ends on
February 28, 2014. 

SHOP NOW

Local Chapter
Network  

"volunteering our time
to help you connect"

The LCN is a global organization, supporting
those who have attended TMI programs and
introducing those new to the work of Bob
Monroe and TMI to the tools for exploring
and expanding consciousness. 

The LCN offers the opportunity to "dip a toe
into the water" for little or no cost and
minimal time. For those who may not see
themselves attending a program at TMI, the
LCN provides exposure to a group of like-
minded people, ideas, and the Hemi-Sync®
and SAM technologies.

The LCN Leadership Council thanks
everyone from around the world for their time
and continued dedication. Without you we
would not exist.

 
Download the latest LCN Newsletter Form

a new Local Chapter   
  

Or for inquiries contact
the LCN Leadership Council   

 

  

See what's new in our blog: 
_____________________________

HUB Highlights
Mind Over Matter: Princeton &
Russian Scientist Reveal the
Secrets of Human Aura &
Intentions 

Scientists Show How Thoughts
Cause Molecular Changes to Your
Genes 

Focused Consciousness Affects
Local Gravitational Forces  

The HUB offers content we think people
who are interested in TMI will be
interested in. When you notice HUB-
worthy items please send a link. 

  

  

Contact TMI  
                                          

            The Monroe Institute 
365 Roberts Mountain Road

Faber, Virginia 22938
(434) 361-1500 * Toll Free: 866-881-3440

www.monroeinstitute.org
info@monroeinstitute.org

Visit our Online Store 24 hours a day.
Office Hours:  Monday through Friday,

9:00 am - 5:00 pm   
 

                             Our program schedule. 


